MISSION: To protect the American people by maintaining a safe, secure, and effective weapons stockpile; reducing global nuclear threats; and providing naval nuclear propulsion.

GOALS

Nuclear Deterrent
Integrate & implement nuclear security program
Improve weapon product realization cycle time/responsiveness

Nuclear Threats
Reduce global nuclear threats & prevent nuclear proliferation
Counter nuclear terrorism & respond to incidents

Nuclear Propulsion
Provide nuclear operations to the Fleet
Develop new nuclear plants & technology

Science and Technology
Leverage technology solutions with business operations
Lead technology & engineering innovations

Infrastructure Modernization
Reduce average age of infrastructure & deferred maintenance
Recapitalize infrastructure & dispose of excess assets

VISION: A national reputation of excellence that is responsive to the Nation’s nuclear security and strategic defense needs.

MISSION: To protect the American people by maintaining a safe, secure, and effective weapons stockpile; reducing global nuclear threats; and providing naval nuclear propulsion.

“Strengthening our Nation through Nuclear Security”